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7 Abstract—Anomaly clue localization ofmulti-dimensional derivedmeasure is vitally important for the reliability of online video services.

8 In this paper, we proposeRobustSpot, an end-to-end framework for localizing the clues to anomalousmulti-dimensional derivedmeasures.

9 RobustSpot integrates two novel indicators, i.e., “Anomaly Degree” and “Contribution Ability”, with a simple yet effectivemethod, weighted

10 association rulemining (WARM), to automaticallymine the hidden relationships across data dimensions for localizing themost likely clues to

11 the root cause. Using 135 real-world cases collected from a top-tier global online video service providerH with 170+millionmonthly active

12 users, we demonstrate that RobustSpot achieves high accuracy (Top-5 accuracy of 98%), significantly outperforming state-of-the-art

13 methods. The average localization time of RobustSpot is 1.83s, which is satisfying in our scenario.We have open-sourced the

14 implementation of RobustSpot aswell as the data used in the evaluation experiments.Q1

15 Index Terms—Multi dimension, anomaly localization, AIOps

Ç

16 1 INTRODUCTION

17 TODAY’S online video services provide application services
18 for a significant number of customers. The performance
19 of online video services is vitally important to customers’
20 quality of experience (QoE) because even a short period of
21 failure can bring poor experience to many customers. There-
22 fore, operators carefully monitor these services’ perfor-
23 mance using some measures, e.g., the ratio of viewers
24 suffering from stalling (stalling ratio) [1], [2]. When these
25 measures become anomalous, it usually demonstrates that a
26 high ratio of users suffers from QoE problems, and opera-
27 tors need to localize the clue to the root cause for mitigating
28 the anomaly quickly.
29 Usually, these measures are derived from fundamental
30 measures [3], [4], and they have several attributes, each of
31 which has multiple attribute values. Taking stalling ratio
32 (SR) as an example, it is a derived measure [3], [4] generated

33from two fundamental measures: the number of viewers suf-
34fering from stalling (SV) and the number of online viewers
35(OV). Specifically, SR ¼ SV =OV . Table 1 lists three real-
36world examples of the measurement records of SV, OV and
37SR. Usually, a measurement record has several attributes,
38e.g., CDN (the Content Delivery Network provider that
39delivers the video), Bitrate (the number of bits transmitted
40per second needed to play the video smoothly), and Device
41Type (the type of devices viewers used to play the video).
42Each attribute has multiple attribute values, e.g., the device
43used by viewers can be an iOS phone, an Android phone, or
44a PC. Typically, these measurement records are collected in
45every time interval (e.g., every minute). Moreover, the most
46fine-grained records can be naturally combined to form
47more coarse-grained measures. For example, all the mea-
48surement recordswith C=CDN1 and B=500 can be combined
49into ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 500; D ¼ �Þ, where � is a wildcard.
50When the total measure (i.e., ðC ¼ �; B ¼ �;D ¼ �Þ) is
51anomalous, e.g., experiencing a sudden spike or level shift, it
52is crucial but challenging to localize the clue to the root cause,
53i.e., a combination of some attribute values (called single-clue
54hereinafter, e.g., ðC ¼ CDN2; B ¼ �;D ¼ iOSÞ), or two or
55more such combinations (called multi-clue hereinafter, e.g.,
56ðC¼CDN3; B¼�;D¼ iOSÞ and ðC¼CDN2; B¼�;D¼PCÞ),
57that have the most potential to have caused the anomalous
58total measure. According to the clue, operators can exper-
59tise root cause localization and take action to quickly miti-
60gate the anomaly. However, the localization of potential
61clues, e.g., ðC ¼ CDN2; B ¼ �; D ¼ iOSÞ, is quite difficult,
62because a sudden change (anomalous behavior) in the
63clue combination, ðC ¼ CDN2; B ¼ �; D ¼ iOSÞ, can prop-
64agate to more coarse-grained combinations (cause them to
65change unexpectedly), e.g., ðC ¼ �; B ¼ �; D ¼ iOSÞ, and
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66 more fine-grained combinations, e.g., ðC ¼ CDN2; B ¼
67 2000; D ¼ iOSÞ, or even other related combinations, e.g.,
68 ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 2000; D ¼ �Þ [4], [5] (more details can be seen
69 in Section 2.2). Consequently, it is infeasible to manually
70 localize the anomaly clue of multi-dimensional derived
71 measures. In this paper, we aim to automatically, accu-
72 rately, and rapidly localize the clue when the total multi-
73 dimensional derived measure of online video services
74 becomes anomalous. Note that we only deal with the case
75 where the total derived measure is anomalous in this
76 paper.
77 Although several works have been proposed for anomaly
78 clue localization of multi-dimensional measures, including
79 iDice [6], HotSpot [5], Squeeze [4] and ImpAPTr [7], the for-
80 mer two works cannot localize anomalies for derived meas-
81 ures. Additionally, ImpAPTr cannot be applied for the
82 multi-clue scenario, and neither Squeeze nor ImpAPTr can
83 address the following two challenges well (more details can
84 be seen in Section 2.2).

85 1) Derived measures have more complex patterns than fun-
86 damental measures. More specifically, the magnitude
87 of the difference between forecast and actual mea-
88 surement, on which iDice, HotSpot, ImpAPTr, and
89 Squeeze relied, cannot fully capture the anomaly
90 patterns of derived measures. To accurately localize
91 clues, we should consider, for both derived measures
92 and fundamental measures, the differences between
93 their forecast measurement and actual measurement
94 in terms of magnitude. In addition, we should also
95 pay attention to the direction of the change from the
96 actual measurement to the forecast measurement,
97 i.e., an increase or a decrease.
98 2) The propagation pattern and distribution of attribute val-
99 ues are complex. After extensive investigations on

100 real-world cases of multi-dimensional derived meas-
101 ures, we find that the propagation pattern from the
102 clue combinations to other combinations, which is
103 the key to infer the clue combinations, does not
104 always comply with the “Ripple Effect” rule serving
105 as the base of HotSpot and Squeeze. This causes nei-
106 ther HotSpot nor Squeeze to perform well in our sce-
107 nario (more details can be seen in 5.2). Moreover, the
108 fundamental measures with different attribute val-
109 ues in normal situations can be very imbalanced. For
110 example, the SV with ðD ¼ iOSÞ or that with ðD ¼
111 AndroidÞ are much larger than that with ðD ¼ PCÞ
112 when the total SR is normal. This can easily cause
113 that an anomaly localization method, e.g., iDice, Hot-
114 Spot, ImpAPTr, and Squeeze, mistakenly regard the
115 combinations which contain attribute values occupy-
116 ing a large portion in normal situation as the clue.

117Therefore, we propose a novel anomaly localization
118framework, RobustSpot, to accurately and rapidly perform
119anomaly localization for multi-dimensional derived meas-
120ures. The main contributions of this work are summarized
121as follows:

122� We propose two simple yet effective indicators,
123namely “Anomaly Degree” and “Contribution Abil-
124ity”, through which the possible clues are narrowed
125down to a small set. The combination of these two
126indicators accurately captures the complex patterns
127of anomalous derived measures and thus addresses
128the first challenge.
129� We propose a new algorithm, Weighted Association
130Rule Mining (WARM), to capture the hidden rela-
131tionship across dimensions and effectively learn the
132propagation pattern from clue combinations to other
133combinations. In addition, for each attribute, WARM
134successfully balances the biased distribution of its
135different attribute values. WARM addresses the sec-
136ond challenge.
137� Based on 135 real-world cases collected from a top-
138tier global online video service providerH with 170+
139million monthly active users, we conduct extensive
140experiments to demonstrate the performance of
141RobustSpot. RobustSpot achieves 98% ACC@Top5,
142which is greatly higher (by 26%) than the best base-
143line method. In addition, the average anomaly locali-
144zation time for each case is 1.83s, satisfying the
145requirement of online deployment.
146� We have implemented and deployed RobustSpot in
147H for 10+ months, and share some successful stories
148in Section 6. Moreover, to get readers more easily
149understand our work, we have made the data and
150code publicly available [8].

1512 PRELIMINARIES

1522.1 Problem Definition

153A measure is an indicator reflecting the QoE. It is dynami-
154cally monitored and collected at the server-side using appli-
155cation performance management (APM) systems such as
156CAT, pinpoint, skywalking, and zipkin [7]. It can be classi-
157fied into two types: fundamental measure and derived measure.
158A fundamental measure usually counts the number of view-
159ers with predefined characteristics, e.g., setting video’s
160Bitrate = 500, using Android devices, suffering from stalling.
161Typically, it is additive, e.g., for the SV in Table 1, SV ðB ¼
162500Þ ¼ 5þ 8 ¼ 13. A derived measure (e.g., SR), however, is
163usually a ratio derived from fundamental measures1, and it

TABLE 1
Examples of SV, OV, SR Records

Attribute CDN (C) Bitrate (B) Device
Type (D)

Measure SV OV SR

Attribute Value
CDN1 500 PC

Measurement record
5 90 0.056

CDN2 500 iOS 8 100 0.08
CDN3 2000 Android 5 110 0.045

1. We mainly focus on ratio based derived measures in this work.

2 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SERVICES COMPUTING
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164 is not additive, e.g., SRðB ¼ 500Þ 6¼ 0:056þ 0:08. It can only
165 be calculated by aggregating its fundamental measures, e.g.,
166 SRðB ¼ 500Þ ¼ 5þ8

90þ100 ¼ 0:068. Typically, operators paymore
167 attention to derived measures than fundamental measures,
168 because the former one more comprehensively reflects the
169 performance of services.
170 A measure usually contains multi-dimensional attributes.
171 An attribute, e.g., CDN, Bitrate, Device Type, Internet service
172 provider (ISP), defines a type of configuration information at
173 the viewer-side and it is recorded by the APM systems at the
174 server-side. It usually has different values. For example, a
175 viewer can set the bitrate to be 500, 1200, or 2000 (kbps),
176 choose a CDN as CDN1, CDN2, or CDN3, and use a device
177 like an iOS phone, an Android phone, or a PC. A viewer
178 usually falls into a specific attribute combination, e.g., ðC ¼
179 CDN2; B ¼ 500;D ¼ iOSÞ in Table 1. This most-fine-grained
180 attribute combination is called a leaf attribute combination
181 (notated as "). There are also aggregated attribute combina-
182 tions, e.g., ðC ¼ CDN2; B ¼ �;D ¼ iOSÞ, ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 2000;
183 D ¼ �Þ. Fig. 1 shows all possible attribute combinations of the
184 measures in Table 1, and the most-fine-grained attribute com-
185 bination set in Layer 3 is called leaf set (notated asE).
186 Usually, the root cause of an anomalous total SR can be
187 a failed CDN service provider, an erroneous software
188 upgrade, a misconfiguration at the server-side, a network
189 disconnection of an ISP, etc. Localizing such root causes is
190 quite challenging due to the large scale, frequent update,
191 and high complexity of today’s online video services[9].
192 When operators observe that the QoE is degraded (e.g., a
193 sudden increase in the total SR), they usually try to identify
194 the clue attribute combination(s) at first, which represents

195the right direction to explore the root cause of anomalous
196total SR without misleading information [7]. For example,
197after the service provider released a new version of the
198Android application, which did not effectively support high
199bitrate (e.g., B ¼ 2000) video, most of the viewers with the
200attribute combination ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 2000; D ¼ AndroidÞ suf-
201fered from stalling, leading to an anomalous total SR. The
202combination of ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 2000; D ¼ AndroidÞ was a valid
203clue attribute combination for the anomalous total SR. How-
204ever, neither ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 500; D ¼ iOSÞ nor ðC ¼ �; B ¼
205�; D ¼ AndroidÞ was a valid clue attribute combination
206because the former showed the wrong direction for opera-
207tors to explore the root cause, and the latter provided mini-
208mal information. After the clue attribute combination, i.e.,
209ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 2000; D ¼ AndroidÞ, was localized, operators
210investigated what happened to the viewers using Android
211devices with Bitrate=2000. They found that the newly
212released Android application did not support a high bitrate
213well, which caused the viewers having upgraded Android
214applications to suffer from stalling. Therefore, they quickly
215fixed the bugs in the Android application and released a new
216version. Similarly, when operators found that ðC ¼ CDN3;
217B ¼ �; D ¼ �Þwas the clue attribute combination, they inves-
218tigated what happened to the CDN provider CDN3, and
219found that CDN3 experienced a network outage because of a
220router failure. Consequently, they switched the content
221delivery services provided by CDN3 to other CDN pro-
222viders, successfully addressing the problem.
223The search space of all possible clues is quite large. For
224example, when the number of attribute values of C, B and D
225attributes is 13, 24 and 9, respectively, there will be 3499
226combinations. In this case, the search space becomes
22723499 � 1 [5], making the brute-force search algorithm inap-
228plicable in our scenario. Therefore, instead of brute-force
229search, RobustSpot integrates two novel indicators, i.e.,
230“Anomaly Degree” and “Contribution Ability”, with a sim-
231ple yet effective method, WARM, to efficiently mine the hid-
232den relationships across data dimensions (see Section 5.4 for
233more details).
234Now we apply a toy example to show how to manually
235localize anomaly clues for multi-dimensional derived meas-
236ures. As shown in Table 3, suppose that SR has two attributes
237– C and B, and their attribute value sets are {CDN1, CDN2,
238CDN3} and {1200, 500}, respectively. Apparently, when theFig. 1. The possible combinations for the measures in Table 1.

TABLE 2
List ofQ2 Important Notations

Notation Definition Notation Definition

Fundamental measure The additive measure, e.g., SV, OV fdðT Þ The forecast measurement value of the total SR
Derived measure The non-additive measure derived from

fundamental measures
P The set of preserved "

Attribute (dimension) A feature of an online viewer, e.g., video
bitrate, CDN, device type

Dp, Do The databases weighting " in P and E,
respectively

Attribute value The potential value of an attribute, e.g., the
device type can be iOS, Android or PC

Supportp, Supporto The Support of " in Dp and Do, respectively

h An attribute combination Supportb The difference between Supportp and Supporto
" A leaf attribute combination ta, tc The thresholds of AD and CA, respectively
E The set of " C The set of h 2 Dp

mdð"Þ,msð"Þ,moð"Þ The actual measurement value of "’s SR,
SV and OV, respectively

S The set constituted by the subsets ofCwhere there
are no two subsets share common attribute value

fdð"Þ, fsð"Þ, foð"Þ The forecast measurement value of "’s SR,
SV and OV, respectively

R The candidate clue set

SUN ET AL.: ROBUST ANOMALY CLUE LOCALIZATION OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL DERIVED MEASURE FOR ONLINE VIDEO SERVICES 3
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240 non-empty subset of fðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ �Þ; ðC ¼ CDN2; B ¼
241 �Þ . . . ; ðC ¼ CDN3; B ¼ 500Þg. For each cell in Table 3, the
242 value before the arrow is the forecast (normal) measurement
243 of SR ¼ SV =OV , and the one after arrow is the actual value
244 of SR. Obviously, the bottom-right cell denotes the total
245 value of SR, which has a large difference between the fore-
246 cast measurement, i.e., 0.04 ( 20500), and the actual measure-
247 ment, i.e., 0.21 (100480), and thus it is anomalous. In this case, we
248 can see that ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 1200Þ, ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 500Þ
249 and ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ �Þ all have large differences between
250 their forecast and actual measurement, respectively. On the
251 contrary, other attribute combinations have relatively small
252 differences. That is, the ratios of all attribute combinations
253 with C ¼ CDN1 suffer from anomalies. Therefore, we can
254 conclude that the clue of the anomalous total SR is ðC ¼
255 CDN1; B ¼ �Þ, or ðC ¼ CDN1Þ for short2. Although it seems
256 straightforward to deduce the clue in this case, as the number
257 of different attributes, and/or that of different attribute val-
258 ues of each attribute increase, the search space will increase
259 exponentially.

260 2.2 Challenges

261 There are two main challenges in anomaly localization of
262 multi-dimensional derived measures as follows.
263 Challenge 1: Derived Measures Have More Complex Patterns
264 Than Fundamental Measures. As aforementioned, the clue
265 combinations are those contribute themost to the anomalous
266 total measure. In anomaly localization for fundamental mea-
267 sure, only considering the magnitude of the difference
268 between the forecast and actual measurement of fundamen-
269 tal measures is sufficient [4], [5], [6]. For example, when con-
270 ducting anomaly localization for the fundamental measure
271 SV, we only need to pay attention to its forecast and actual
272 measurement. However, because the fundamental measures
273 of a derived measure can change (increase or decrease)
274 simultaneously, the difference between the forecast and
275 actual measurement of derived measures has a far more
276 complex pattern than fundamental measures. To conduct
277 anomaly localization for a derived measure, we should con-
278 sider not only the direction and magnitude of the difference
279 between its forecast and actual measurement, but also those
280 of the difference between the forecast and actual measure-
281 ment of its fundamentalmeasures, respectively. For instance,
282 when localizing anomalies for the derived measure SR, we

283need to pay attention to the forecast and actual measurement
284of SV, OV, and SR, respectively. In addition, compared to
285fundamental measures, the magnitude and variance of the
286derived measures are smaller, so it is more difficult to find
287significant anomalous values in the search space.
288For example, as shown in Fig. 2, suppose that there are
289three candidate attribute values contributing to this anom-
290aly, i.e., ðB ¼ 1200Þ, ðB ¼ 500Þ, and ðB ¼ 2000Þ. The total SR
291is suffering from an anomaly because its actual measure-
292ment (0.165) is much larger than its forecast measurement
293(0.015). If we only pay attention to the magnitude of the dif-
294ference between the forecast and actual measurement of SR,
295ðB ¼ 1200Þ, ðB ¼ 500Þ, and ðB ¼ 2000Þ all have a huge dif-
296ference between their forecast and actual measurement of
297SR, and they are all supposed to be candidate clues. How-
298ever, ðB ¼ 2000Þ has a negative contribution to the increase
299of the total SR, because its SR decreases from 0.6 to 0.06.
300Moreover, although ðB ¼ 1200Þ contributes positively to the
301increase of the total SR, neither of its fundamental measures,
302i.e., SV and OV, has a large difference between the forecast
303and actual measurement. That is, ðB ¼ 1200Þ contributes lit-
304tle to the large difference between the forecast and actual
305measurement of the total SR. Therefore, neither ðB ¼ 2000Þ
306nor ðB ¼ 1200Þ is the clue. ðB ¼ 500Þ, on the other hand, not
307only has a positive contribution to the increase of the total
308SR, but also has large differences between its forecast and
309actual measurement of fundamental measures. Conse-
310quently, it is the actual clue of the anomalous total SR.
311Challenge 2: The Propagation Pattern and Distribution of
312Attribute Values are Complex. The propagation pattern from
313the clue combination to other combinations is complex. As
314shown in Table 3, when ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ �Þ is anomalous,
315it will propagate to other related combinations (cause them
316to change unexpectedly), e.g., ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 1200Þ, ðC ¼
317CDN1; B ¼ 500Þ, ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 1200Þ, ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 500Þ.
318Because both ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 1200Þ and ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼
319500Þ are the “child” combinations of ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ �Þ,
320they change as ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ �Þ changes3. Additionally,
321ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 1200Þ and ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 500Þ are the “parent”
322combinations of ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 1200Þ and ðC ¼ CDN1;
323B ¼ 500Þ, respectively, and thus they change accordingly.
324In order to accurately localize the anomaly clue, both
325HotSpot [5] and Squeeze [4] are designed based on the
326assumption that anomalies propagate observing the Ripple
327Effect rule. This rule believes that the difference between

Fig. 2. An example of anomaly localization. The left is the forecast mea-
surement of SR, and the right is the actual measurement of SR. (Actual
Clue: B=500)

TABLE 3
A Toy Example of Clue Localization for Anomalous

Total SR (¼ SV
OV ) (Clue: C=CDN1)

f(C,B)!m(C,B)
CDN(C)

CDN1 CDN2 CDN3 *

Bitrate (B)

1200 5
110!75

85
5
80! 7

80
3

100! 2
110

13
290! 84

275

500 3
90!12

65
1
20! 1

30
3

100! 3
110

7
210! 16

205

* 8
200! 87

150
6
100! 8

110
6

200! 5
220

20
500!100

480

2. Hereinafter, we may omit an attribute in a combination when it is
a wildcard. For example, ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ �Þ and ðC ¼ CDN1Þ is inter-
changeable in this paper

3. After investigating hundreds of real-world cases, we find that, for
all cases, when one of the clue combinations suffers from an unex-
pected change, all its child combinations will change accordingly.

4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SERVICES COMPUTING
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328 the forecast and actual measurement of clue combination,
329 i.e., ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ �Þ, propagate to its “child” combina-
330 tions, i.e., ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 1200Þ and ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼
331 500Þ, in proportion to the forecast measurement of each
332 “child” combination, i.e., 5

110 ;
3
90 , respectively. However, it

333 does not hold in our scenario. For example, the larger the
334 Bitrate is set, the better network transmission is needed.
335 When the network conditions remain unchanged, we can
336 infer that the larger the Bitrate is set, the more likely it
337 causes the video to stall. Therefore, the proportional rela-
338 tionship between the measurement of the clue combination
339 and its descendant combinations does not hold anymore.
340 For example, if ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 1200Þ complies with the
341 Ripple Effect, the actual value of SRðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 1200Þ
342 should be 

87

150
� 8

200

!
�

5
110
8
200

þ 5

110
¼

87
150� 5

110
8

200

¼ 87

132

 
<
75

85

!

344344

345 However, the actual measurement of SRðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼
346 1200Þ is 75

85 , rather than 87
132 , and 75

85 > 87
132 . This is mainly

347 because the viewers withB ¼ 1200 is more prone to stall than
348 those withB ¼ 500. Therefore, when ðC ¼ CDN1Þ is the clue,
349 viewers with ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 1200Þ have a higher probabil-
350 ity to suffer from stalling than those with ðC ¼ CDN1;
351 B ¼ 500Þ.
352 Additionally, the distribution of different attribute values
353 is highly imbalanced. Usually, for an attribute, the funda-
354 mental measures with different attribute values are not bal-
355 anced. For example, over 90% of viewers watch online
356 videos using mobile devices including iOS devices and
357 Android devices, leading to that in most cases, the SV with
358 ðD ¼ iOSÞ or ðD ¼ AndroidÞ occupies a large portion of the
359 total SV. It can easily cause an anomaly localization method,
360 if it ignores the imbalanced distribution, to mistakenly con-
361 sider that ðD ¼ iOSÞ or ðD ¼ AndroidÞ is always the clue.

362 3 CORE IDEA AND OVERVIEW

363 In RobustSpot, we first propose two novel indicators,
364 “Anomaly Degree (AD)” (Section 4.1) and “Contribution
365 Ability (CA)” (Section 4.2), to comprehensively describe a
366 leaf combination. Specifically, AD represents whether a leaf
367 combination is anomalous, and if it is, how severe the
368 anomaly is. In addition, CA denotes the contribution of an
369 anomalous leaf combination to the anomaly of the total
370 measure. In this way, only the leaf combinations that are
371 significantly anomalous and contribute greatly to the anom-
372 alous total measures are preserved. This addresses the first
373 challenge (more details can be seen in Section 2.2).
374 Furthermore, we propose a simple yet effective method,
375 Weighted Association Rule Mining (WARM) (Section 4.3),
376 to capture the propagation pattern from clue combination
377 to other combinations. WARM does not assume that the
378 propagation pattern observes the Ripple Effect rule (see Sec-
379 tion 2.2 for more details). Considering that for a given attri-
380 bute, the distribution of different attribute values can be
381 very imbalanced, WARM also balances the biased distribu-
382 tion of each combination.
383 Fig. 3 shows the overview of RobustSpot. After an anom-
384 aly of the total measure, i.e., SR, is detected, we first collect

385the measurement data of the fundamental measures, i.e., SV
386and OV, at the most fine-grained level. In this way, we
387obtain the measurement data of all leaf combinations. After
388that, we obtain the significantly anomalous leaf combina-
389tions that contribute greatly to the anomaly of the total SR
390by combining the proposed AD and CA indicators. Using
391the novel WARM method, we finally obtain the candidate
392clue set.

3934 DESIGN

394In this section, we first introduce Anomaly Degree in
395Section 4.1, followed by the description of Contribution
396Ability in Section 4.2. The WARM method is elaborated
397in Section 4.3.

3984.1 Anomaly Degree

399Anomaly detection for the total derived measure (e.g., SR)
400has been well studied for decades [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
401[15]. In this work, we apply Bagel [13], an unsupervised
402metric anomaly detection method that has been demon-
403strated to be robust and efficient using real-world data, to
404automatically detect anomalies in the total SR. Note that
405applying Bagel for anomaly detection is not the main contri-
406bution of our work. After an anomaly of the total SR is
407detected, RobustSpot automatically collects the measure-
408ment data of the fundamental measures of leaf combina-
409tions (see Table 1 for example).
410To determine whether a leaf combination is anomalous,
411and if it is, how severe the anomaly is, we first calculate its
412AD. Intuitively, for the derived measure of a leaf combina-
413tion, we determine the anomaly severity of its measurement
414at time t from two aspects: how far it deviates from its his-
415torical measurement before t, and how prominent the
416anomaly is compared to the measurement of other leaf com-
417binations at t.
418Usually, for a derived measure, we measure how far its
419measurement deviates from its forecast measurement. The
420anomaly detection algorithm used in our work can report
421the moment t from which the anomaly starts. Therefore, the
422total SR is normal before t. Using the measurement within a
423period w before t to predict the normal value of t will intro-
424duce little bias. Considering the complex pattern (e.g., large
425fluctuation, very small magnitude) of measurement data,
426and the large number of leaf combinations, we apply a robust
427and efficient forecast algorithm, Moving Average (MA) [10],
428to obtain the forecast measurement for each leaf combina-
429tion. Specifically, for a leaf combination ", suppose that the
430total SR becomes anomalous at t, we apply the average of its
431collected measurement within a period w before t as its fore-
432cast measurement fð"Þ. Typically, a measure’s measurement

Fig. 3. The overview of RobustSpot.
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434 within one day, and its patterns also change in different days.
435 Consequently, it is very difficult to calculate fð"Þ using the
436 pre-fixed values computed from historicalmeasurements.
437 Furthermore, we determine the prominence of the anom-
438 aly of " compared to the measurement of other leaf combina-
439 tions. Specifically, given " and the set of all leaf combinations
440 E, we can obtain theAD of " as

ADð"Þ ¼ 1� 1
n�jmdð"Þ�fdð"Þj

j
Pn�1

i¼1 ðmdð"iÞ�fdð"iÞÞj
þ 1

(1)

442442

443 where mdð�Þ and fdð�Þ are the actual and forecast measure-
444 ment of ð�Þ’s derived measure at t, respectively, "i 2 E and "i 6
445 ¼ ", and n is the number of leaf combinations in E. To get
446 readers easily understand the concept of AD, we list several
447 concrete examples of " as well as their corresponding fd,
448 md, and AD in Table 4.
449 Obviously, the more prominently the actual measure-
450 ment of "’s derived measure deviates from its forecast mea-
451 surement, the larger ADð"Þ is. Let

n� jmdð"Þ � fdð"Þj
jPn

i¼1ðmdð"iÞ � fdð"iÞÞj ¼ x (2)
453453

454

455 Fig. 4 shows how ADð"Þ changes as x increases. We can
456 find that ADð"Þ 2 ½0; 1Þ. Moreover, when the deviation of
457 the actual measurement of the derived measure, mdð"Þ,
458 from its forecast measurement, fdð"Þ, is not very significant,
459 and thus x is not very large (say smaller than 2.0), ADð"Þ
460 grows rapidly as the deviation becomes more significant.
461 Therefore, ADð"Þ makes the deviation distinguishable even
462 if it is not prominent. Overall, ADð"Þ is robust to determine
463 the anomaly severity in most cases, even when mdð"Þ
464 does not deviate much from fdð"Þ compared to other leaf

465combinations. The above is also the reason why we have
466not simply normalized AD.
467Because we should only pay attention to the leaf combi-
468nation that has large AD and thus suffers from a significant
469anomaly, we apply the Knee-point method [4], [16] to auto-
470matically determine the threshold of AD, i.e., ta. The Knee-
471point method has been demonstrated to be accurate and
472efficient for automatic threshold tuning in practice [4]. Note
473that applying this method for threshold tuning is not the
474main contribution of our work.

4754.2 Contribution Ability

476Now we have obtained the AD for each leaf combination to
477measure its anomaly severity. However, a leaf combination
478with large AD and thus having high anomaly severity does
479not necessarily contribute much to the anomaly of the total
480derivedmeasure. For example, as listed in Table 4, when " ¼
481ðC ¼ CDN1; B ¼ 2000;D ¼ iOSÞ (the fifth row), AD ¼ 0:86,
482which is very large (recall that AD 2 ½0; 1Þ), demonstrating
483that this leaf combination suffers from a severe anomaly.
484Nevertheless, it is obvious that the anomaly of the total
485derived measure (fd ¼ 0:07! md ¼ 0:12) is mainly caused
486by the large fluctuation of the total SV (fs ¼ 35! ms ¼ 60),
487and the change of SV in " (fs ¼ 0! ms ¼ 1) contributes little
488to this fluctuation.
489Intuitively, to measure how the fluctuation of a leaf com-
490bination " contribute to that of the total derived measure,
491we assume that only " suffers from an anomaly (i.e., using
492its actual measurement) and other leaf combinations are
493normal (i.e., using their forecast measurement), and deter-
494mine how the measurement of the total derived measure in
495this case deviate from its forecast measurement. Specifically,
496we calculate CAð"Þ as

CAð"Þ ¼ uð"Þ�fdðT Þ
fdðT Þ (3)

498498

499where fdðT Þ ð¼ fsðT Þ=foðT ÞÞ is the forecast measurement of
500the total derived measure, i.e., SR. fsðT Þ and foðT Þ are the
501forecast measurement of the total fundamental measure,
502i.e., SV and OV, respectively. And uð"Þ is

uð"Þ ¼ fsðT Þ þ ðmsð"Þ � fsð"ÞÞ
foðT Þ þ ðmoð"Þ � foð"ÞÞ (4) 504504

505

506where msð"Þ and moð"Þ are the actual measurements of
507"’s SV and OV, respectively, fsð"Þ and foð"Þ are the forecast
508measurement of "’s SV and OV, respectively. The maximum
509and minimum values of CA are different in different cases.
510Theoretically, the possible maximum and minimum of CA
511are positive infinity and -1.0, respectively. When fdðT ! 0Þ

TABLE 4
Examples of Leaf Combinations and Their CA and AD

Fig. 4. How ADð"Þ changes as x increases.
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512 and u > 0, CAð"Þ ! 1. Additionally, when u! 0,
513 CAð"Þ ! �1. Moreover, the larger the actual measurement
514 of "’s SV compared to its forecast measurement (i.e.,
515 msð"Þ � fsð"Þ), and the smaller the actual measurement
516 of "’s OV compared to its forecast measurement (i.e.,
517 moð"Þ � foð"Þ), the more " contributes to the anomaly of the
518 total SR, and the larger CAð"Þ becomes At this time, from
519 Eq. (3) and Therefore, we can infer that the maximum
520 CAð"Þ indeed denotes the maximum contribution.
521 In this way, as listed in Table 4, when " ¼ ðC ¼
522 CDN1; B ¼ 2000;D ¼ iOSÞ (the fifth row), CAð"Þ � 0, dem-
523 onstrating that " has a small contribution to the anomaly of
524 the total SR. On the contrary, when " ¼ ðC ¼ CDN3; B ¼
525 500;D ¼ iOSÞ (the seventh row), CAð"Þ ¼ 0:86, ADð"Þ ¼
526 0:95, showing that " suffers from a significant anomaly and it
527 makes a great contribution to the anomalous total SR. This is
528 mainly because its change of SV (fs ¼ 0! ms ¼ 30) has a
529 large contribution to the change of the total SV (fs ¼ 35!
530 ms ¼ 60). From Table 4, we can also see that some fluctuation
531 in the leaf combination may have a negative contribution to
532 the anomaly of the total SR. For instance, when " ¼ ðC ¼
533 CDN2; B ¼ 1200;D ¼ PCÞ (the eighth row), CAð"Þ ¼ �0:31,
534 demonstrating that " contributes negatively to the anomaly of
535 the total SR. It is because its SV decreases (fs ¼ 15! ms ¼ 4)
536 while the total SV increases (fs ¼ 35! ms ¼ 60).
537 It can be easily obtained from Eq. (3) that, when CAð"Þ
538 approximates to 0, or is negative, " has a little or negative con-
539 tribution to the anomaly of the total SR. Only when CAð"Þ >
540 0, " has a positive contribution to the anomaly of the total SR.
541 Therefore, we set the threshold of CA, i.e., tc ¼ 0, and auto-
542 matically prune the leaf combinationswhoseCA � tc. A posi-
543 tive or negative CA has a different physical meaning. When
544 CAð"Þ is positive (negative), " has a positive (negative) contri-
545 bution to the anomalous total SR. Therefore, we do not nor-
546 malize CA. In this way, only " ¼ ðC ¼ CDN3; B ¼ 500;
547 D ¼ PCÞ (the fourth row) and " ¼ ðC ¼ CDN3; B ¼ 500;D ¼
548 iOSÞ (the seventh row) in Table 4 are preserved.
549 Although CA can measure the contribution of a leaf com-
550 bination to the anomalous total SR, usingCA alone is not suf-
551 ficient in the anomaly localization process. For instance, as
552 listed in Table 5, when " ¼ ðC ¼ CDN5; B ¼ 1200; D ¼ iOSÞ
553 (the second row), CA ¼ 0:39 > 0, demonstrating that " has a
554 positive contribution to the anomaly of the total SR. Never-
555 theless, "’s actual SR is as expected (fd ¼ 0:01! md ¼ 0:01),
556 and thus it is not anomalous (AD ¼ 0). Therefore, " should
557 not be preserved for further anomaly localization process.
558 Similarly, we do not retain " ¼ ðC ¼ CDN5; B ¼ 500;D ¼
559 PCÞ (the third row) because itsAD is very small.

560 4.3 Weighted Association Rule Mining

561 Now we have obtained the leaf combinations that suffer
562 from prominent anomalies and contribute significantly to

563the anomalous total derived measure, and they constitute
564the set of preserved leaf combinations, i.e., P. However, we
565cannot directly use these leaf combinations as clues because:
566(1) Usually there are a large number of leaf combinations
567satisfying the above two conditions when the total derived
568measure is anomalous. Operators have to spend a lot of
569time checking every combination if using them as clues. (2)
570These leaf combinations are too fine-grained to capture the
571pattern of the clue, and operators need those more coarse-
572grained combinations that better represent the pattern of
573clue. Consequently, we propose a simple yet effective
574method, WARM, to narrow down the anomaly localization
575results to a small number of combinations capturing the pat-
576tern of the clue.
577After investigating extensive real-world anomalous SR
578cases, we have the following two observations:

5791) The combinations in the clue set are significantly
580anomalous (with a high AD) and contribute the most
581to the anomaly of the total SR (with a high CA),
582and thus cover most of the above preserved leaf
583combinations.
5842) The measurement of OV (i.e.,mo) with different attri-
585bute values can be highly imbalanced. For example,
586as shown in Table 4, we have

moðC ¼ �; B ¼ 500; D ¼ �Þ
moðTotalÞ ¼ 450

510
¼ 88% (5)

588588

589It denotes that 88% online viewers set video Bitrate
590to 500, and only 12% online viewers use other types
591of Bitrate. It can easily cause an anomaly localization
592method ignoring the imbalanced distribution to mis-
593takenly consider that ðB ¼ 500Þ is always the clue.
594We thus design WARM motivated by association rule
595mining [17], which is a rule-based machine learning
596method for discovering interesting relations between varia-
597bles. In our scenario, the scale of the data is significant,
598and thus the designed rule mining algorithm should be
599computationally efficient. Additionally, operators want to
600implement a simple rule mining algorithm that is easy to
601understand. WARM is efficient and straightforward. There-
602fore it is suitable in our scenario. It consists of two core
603ideas: (1) creating a weighted database according to AD
604and CA to capture the hidden relationship across different
605attributes, and (2) balancing each combination’s proportion
606(i.e., contribution) in the weighted database based on its
607fundamental measure. Specifically, to apply the rule-based
608machine learning method for efficiently capturing the pat-
609tern of clue combinations, we first create two databases, i.e.,
610Dp and Do, respectively.

TABLE 5
Examples of AD and CA to Show That CA Alone is Not Sufficient to Determine the Prominently Anomalous Leaf Attributions
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612 combinations based on their AD and CA. In this
613 database, "’s number of transactions, Npð"Þ, is

Npð"Þ ¼ bADð"Þ � CAð"Þ � �c (6)
615615

616 where � is an amplification factor. The objective of
617 applying � is to construct a large database to facili-
618 tate the application of data mining algorithms. In the
619 same scenario, we set the same value for all pre-
620 served leaf combinations. In different scenarios, if
621 the value of ADð"Þ � CAð"Þ is small, a large �, say
622 1000, is preferred. Otherwise, we can set � to a small
623 value, e.g., 100 in our scenarios (see Section 5.1.5 for
624 more details). In this way, we incorporate every pre-
625 served leaf combination as well as their AD and CA
626 in Dp. To get readers better understand the database,
627 in Table 6 we list the Dp generated from the pre-
628 served leaf combinations of Table 4.
629 � Do. We create Do by weighting all the leaf combina-
630 tions based on their actual measurement of OV ( i.e.,
631 mo). More specifically, "’s number of transactions in
632 Do is: Noð"Þ ¼ mo. For example, in Table 7 we list Do

633 generated from the raw dataset listed in Table 4.
634 Now we define Supportp, Supporto and Supportb in our
635 scenario to mine the pattern of clue combinations and solve
636 the challenge induced by the imbalanced distribution of OV.

637 � Supportp and Supporto. Based on Eq. 6, we can con-
638 clude that for a leaf combination ", the larger ADð"Þ
639 andCAð"Þ are, the more transactions " occupies inDp.
640 Based on Observation 1, we can conclude that the
641 combinations of attribute values in the clue set fre-
642 quently occur inDp. Therefore, we calculate the occur-
643 rence frequency of every combination using Support.
644 The Support of a combination is the proportion of
645 transactions in which it appears. More specifically

Supportðh1; . . . ; hmÞ ¼ P ðh1 [ ::: [ hmÞ (7)
647647

648 where hi is a combination, and h1; . . . ; hm is a set con-
649 taining m combinations. For a combination, its
650 Supportp and Supporto are its Support in Dp and Do,
651 respectively. For example, as listed in Tables 6 and 7,
652 SupportpðC ¼CDN3; B¼500;D ¼ �Þ ¼ P ðC ¼ CDN3;
653 B ¼ 500;D ¼ �Þ ¼ 1:0 and SupportoðC ¼ �; B ¼ 500;
654 D ¼ �Þ ¼ P ðC ¼ �; B ¼ 500;D ¼ �Þ ¼ 0:88, respectively.
655 We can find that Supporto represents the distribution
656 of OV fromwith respect to attribute values.
657 � Supportb. As discussed in Observation 2, for an attri-
658 bute, the mo (i.e., actual measurement of OV) of its

659different attribute values can be highly imbalanced.
660To address this challenge, we should consider
661OV’s distribution of different attribute values. Since
662combinations’ Supporto reveals OV’s distribution con-
663cerning different attribute values, we propose a simple
664yet effective indicator, support balancer (Supportb),
665integrating their Support in bothDp andDo as follows:

Supportbðh1; . . . ; hmÞ ¼ Supportpðh1; . . . ; hmÞ
� Supportoðh1; . . . ; hmÞ (8Þ

667667

668Specifically, to alleviate the impact of the imbalanced
669data distribution of OV, Supportb applies the differ-
670ence between combinations’ Supportp and Supportb
671to measure how much these combinations contribute
672to the anomalous total derived measure.
673Assuming that all h that appears in Dp form a set C, the
674anomalous total derived measure can be caused by a single
675combination hi 2 C (single-clue), or a subset of two or more
676combinations fhi; . . . ; hjg 	 C (multi-clue), where hi; . . . ; hj
677become prominently anomalous simultaneously and together
678contribute significantly to the anomaly of the total derived
679measure. Usually, hi; . . . ; hj do not share any non-wildcard
680common attribute value [4], [5], [6]. For example, fðB ¼
681500;D ¼ PCÞ; ðD ¼ PCÞg cannot be amulti-clue.
682As aforementioned, Supportb integrates Supportp which
683measures how prominently a set of combinations become
684anomalous and how significantly they contribute to the total
685anomalous derived measure, with Supporto describing OV’s
686distribution concerning different attribute values. Therefore,
687we first select the subsets of Cwhere there are no two combi-
688nations that share common non-wildcard attribute values,
689and these subsets constitute S. Usually, the number of sub-
690sets in S is not very large, e.g., < 1000 in our scenario. Then
691we sort the subsets in S based on their Supportb and choose
692the Top k subsets to constitute the candidate clue setR.
693To get readers better understand the design of Robust-
694Spot, we illustrate its procedure from input to result in
695Algorithm 1.

6965 EVALUATION

697To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of RobustSpot,
698we perform extensive experiments to answer the following
699research questions.

700� RQ1 (Localization accuracy): How accurate is Robust-
701Spot in localizing the anomaly of multi-dimen-
702sional derived measure for real-world online video
703services?

TABLE 6
Dp, the Weighted Database Generated by the Preserved

Leaf Combinations in Table 4

TABLE 7
Do, the Weighted Database Generated by

All Leaf Combinations in Table 4
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704 � RQ2 (Main components): In this work, we propose
705 two simple yet effective indicators, i.e., AD and CA,
706 and a new WARM method. They serve as the main
707 technical contributions of our work. How promi-
708 nently do they impact the accuracy of RobustSpot?
709 � RQ3 (Computational efficiency): Is the computational
710 efficiency of RobustSpot sufficient for anomaly local-
711 ization of multi-dimensional derived measure in
712 real-world?
713 The rest of this section is organized as follows. We first
714 depict the details of the experimental setup, including data-
715 sets, compared methods, metrics, and implementation in
716 Section 5.1, and evaluate the accuracy of RobustSpot in Sec-
717 tion 5.2. After that, we study how significantly AD, CA, and
718 WARM contribute to the accuracy of RobustSpot in Sec-
719 tion 5.3, followed by the introduction of RobustSpot’s
720 computational efficiency in 5.4.

721 Algorithm 1. The Design of RobustSpot

722 Input:msð"Þ,moð"Þ,mdð"Þ, where " 2 E

723 Result: Candidate clue set R (Top k)
724 1 P ¼ ? , C ¼ ? , S ¼ ? ;
725 2 for " 2 E do
726 3 fsð"Þ, foð"Þ, fdð"Þ  MA;
727 4 Calculate ADð"Þ usingmdð"Þ; fdð"Þ (Eq. 1);
728 5 Calculate CAð"Þ usingmsð"Þ;moð"Þ; fsð"Þ; foð"Þ (Eq. 3);
729 6 ta Knee-point(ADð")), tc ¼ 0:0;
730 7 if ADð"Þ > taandCAð"Þ > tc then
731 8 P ";
732 9 end
733 10 end
734 11 Dp  weight P based on AD and CA (Eq. 6);
735 12 Do  weight E based onmo;
736 13 Calculate Supportp using Dp (Eq. 7);
737 14 Calculate Supporto using Do (Eq. 7);
738 15 Supportb ¼ Supportp � Supporto (Eq. 8);
739 16 for h appears in Dp do
740 17 C h;
741 18 end
742 19 for fhi; . . . ; hjg 	 C do
743 20 if 8hx; hy 2 fhi; . . . ; hjg, hx and hy do not share any common
744 attribute value then
745 21 S fhi; . . . ; hjg;
746 22 end
747 23 end
748 24 R sort S by Supportb and select Top k elements;
749 25 return R;

750 5.1 Experimental Setup

751 5.1.1 Datasets

752 The real-world dataset used in our experiments is collected
753 from a top-tier global online video service providerH, which
754 provides services for 170+ million monthly active viewers. It
755 consists of 135 anomalous SR cases that have been manually
756 investigated by experienced operators. These cases are ran-
757 domly selected within 10 months period. For each anomalous
758 case, we collect its records of fundamental measures includ-
759 ing SV and OV, and calculate their derived measure, i.e., SR,
760 within the range between 25 minutes before and after the
761 anomaly. Both of the two fundamental measures have five

762attributes (dimensions), i.e., CDN (C), Bitrate (B), Device
763Type (D), P2P (P), ISP (I), and the number of their different
764attribute values are 13, 24, 9, 3, 94, respectively.
765As aforementioned, the anomalous derived measures,
766according to their clues, can be classified into two categories:
767single-clue and multi-clue. The distribution of the above 135
768cases is listed in Table 8. Single-1/2/3 denotes that the clue is
769one single combination, and the numbers of non-wildcard
770attributes (dimensions) in the combination are 1, 2, 3, respec-
771tively. As for “Multi”, two or more combinations simulta-
772neously contribute to the total anomalous SR and together
773serve as the clue. Note that this distribution is consistent
774with that of all anomalies in the studied company.

7755.1.2 Compared Methods

776We compare RobustSpot with the state-of-the-art anomaly
777localizationmethods formulti-dimensionalmeasures, includ-
778ingHotSpot [5], Squeeze [4], ImpAPTr [7] and iDice [6]. Addi-
779tionally, Adtributor [3] can address the anomaly localization
780problem for single-dimensional scenarios, and we thus also
781compare RobustSpotwith it. Note that the parameters of these
782baselinemethods are set best for accuracy.

7835.1.3 Evaluation Metrics

784To evaluate the accuracy of RobustSpot and baseline meth-
785ods, we need an appropriate evaluation metric. Because the
786anomaly localization methods usually generate a rank of
787potential clues for each case, we can evaluate the perfor-
788mance of each method based on the position of the actual
789clue in the rank [18]. Specifically, suppose g is the actual
790clue of an anomaly case, < is the set of the clues of the 135
791cases, and thus we have g 2 <. Let rg represent the position
792of g output by an anomaly localization method. Given k, gk
793denotes that whether the first k entries output by a method
794include g

gk ¼
1; rg � k
0; rg > k

�
(9)

796796

797

798The accuracy at top k, i.e., ACC@Top k, is the probability
799that the top k entries output by a method contain the actual
800clue

ACC@Top k ¼
P

g2< gk
<k k (10)

802802

803Obviously, the objective of an anomaly localization method
804is to obtain a high accuracy when k is relatively small. We
805set k from 1 to 5 in our evaluation.

TABLE 8
The Distribution of the Studied 135 Cases

Notation #Combination #Attribute #Case #Candidate
clues

Single-1 1 1 71 About 6:05� 109

per caseSingle-2 1 2 45
Single-3 1 3 11
Multi 2 – 8

SUN ET AL.: ROBUST ANOMALY CLUE LOCALIZATION OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL DERIVED MEASURE FOR ONLINE VIDEO SERVICES 9
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807 of RobustSpot, i.e., F � score ¼ ð2� Precision�RecallÞ=
808 ðPrecisionþRecallÞ, where Precision ¼ TP=ðTP þ FP Þ and
809 Recall ¼ TP=ðTP þ FNÞ. TP (true positive) is the number of
810 cases where the clue is correctly reported, and FP (false pos-
811 itive) is the number of cases where the clue is wrongly
812 reported. FN (false negative) is the number of cases where
813 the clue is not reported. Here we only calculate the F-score
814 of the best clue (Top 1). At the same time, we also use F-
815 score to express the performance of Bagel, the anomaly
816 detection algorithm used in this paper.

817 5.1.4 Implementation

818 We implement RobustSpot and baseline methods with
819 Python, and run them on a server with 12 � Intel(R) Xeon
820 (R) CPU E5-2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz and 128G RAM. To get read-
821 ers more easily understand our work, we have made the
822 data and code publicly available [8].

823 5.1.5 Parameter Tuning

824 As aforementioned, we tune ta automatically using the
825 Knee-point method, and set tc ¼ 0 empirically. Addition-
826 ally, we tune w and � (see Section 4.1 and Section 4.3 for
827 more details, respectively) as follows. As shown in Fig. 5,
828 we calculate the accuracy (in terms of ACC@Top 5) and
829 computational complexity (in terms of the average running
830 time per case) of RobustSpot. As shown in Fig. 5a, we can
831 see that the computational complexity is insensitive to the
832 value of w. Moreover, RobustSpot’s accuracy is also not
833 very sensitive to w, and becomes stable when w 
 4. There-
834 fore, we set w ¼ 4. Additionally, from Fig. 5b) we can find
835 that when � ¼ 100, RobustSpot achieves the best accuracy,
836 and becomes stable when � 
 100. In addition, the compu-
837 tational complexity increases as � increases. Therefore, we
838 set � ¼ 100.

839 5.2 Overall Accuracy (RQ1)

840 Due to the application of Bagel [13] for anomaly detection is
841 not our main contribution, here we just present its perfor-
842 mance simply. The precision and recall of Bagel are 0.97
843 and 0.95, respectively, with an F-score of 0.96, proving its
844 superior effectiveness.
845 Table 9 lists the accuracy (in terms of ACC@ k) of
846 RobustSpot and five baseline methods on the 135 real-world
847 cases. We can see that RobustSpot outperforms the five
848 baseline methods in terms of ACC@Top1, ACC@Top2,
849 ACC@Top3, ACC@Top4, and ACC@Top5. More specifically,
850 its ACC@Top5 is 98%, which is 26% higher than the best

851baseline method. Similarly, its F-score is 0.8, which is 0.25
852higher than the best baseline method.
853To better understand the results, we show the accuracy of
854different methods on different types of datasets in Fig. 6. We
855can see that RobustSpot achieves close-to-one ACC@Top5
856when the clue contains only one combination. When there
857are two combinations in the actual clue, the ACC@Top5 is
85888%, which is much higher than the best performed method,
859i.e., Adtributor, by 75%. Moreover, the scenario where there
860are two or more combinations in the clue does not occur
861often (5.93% in our scenario). Therefore, operators are satis-
862fied with the accuracy of RobustSpot for the multi-clue
863scenario.
864Both Adtributor and iDice achieve good performance
865when the clue has only one non-wildcard attribute value.
866However, Adtributor can only be applied for the scenario
867where the clue has a single non-wildcard attribute value
868(dimension), and cannot be used for multi-dimensional
869anomaly localization (Single-2/3). Moreover, neither iDice
870nor ImpAPTr can be applied to the scenario where there are
871two or more combinations serving as the clue (multi-clue),
872and neither of them performs as well as RobustSpot when
873there is only one combination in the clue. This is because to
874improve localization efficiency, iDice heavily relied on
875pruning strategies, which caused iDice to mistakenly con-
876sider too coarse-grained combinations as the clues. Simi-
877larly, ImpAPTr also depended on pruning strategies, which
878only considered how large the measurement value of a com-
879bination was, rather than how significantly it became anom-
880alous. This causes ImpAPTr to generate much more false
881alarms than RobustSpot. Therefore, none of Adtributor,
882iDice, or ImpAPTr is applicable in our scenario. In addition,
883as aforementioned, both HotSpot and Squeeze work only
884when the data complies with the Ripple Effect rule, but the
885real-world data in our scenario does not comply with this
886rule. Consequently, neither HotSpot nor Squeeze performs
887well in our scenario, no matter how many non-wildcard
888attribute values in the single-clue, or how many combina-
889tions in the multi-clue.

8905.3 Effect of AD, CA, and WARM (RQ2)

891As aforementioned, we propose AD and CA to capture the
892complex pattern of derived measures. Moreover, we present
893a new method, WARM, to capture the hidden relationship
894across different attribute values and thus learn the propaga-
895tion pattern from clue attribute values to other attribute val-
896ues. AD, CA and WARM serve as the main technical
897contributions of our work. To evaluate the effect of the three
898main components, we evaluate the accuracy of RobustSpot

Fig. 5. ACC@Top 5 and average running time under different w and �.

TABLE 9
The ACC@Top k of RobustSpot and Baseline Methods

Method Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 4 Top 5 F-score

RobustSpot 0.67 0.84 0.87 0.95 0.98 0.8
Adtributor 0.38 0.41 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.55
iDice 0.44 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.63 0.62
HotSpot 0.07 0.1 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.13
Squeeze 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.09
ImpAPTr 0.1 0.21 0.31 0.43 0.5 0.19
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of899 when each of them is removed from it. Specifically, we have

900 three different versions of RobustSpot as follows.

901 � “RobustSpot without AD”: We remove AD from
902 RobustSpot, and only apply CA instead of the combi-
903 nation of AD and CA to obtain the preserved ".
904 � “ RobustSpot without CA”: Similarly, we remove CA
905 from RobustSpot, and only apply AD instead of the
906 combination ofAD andCA to obtain the preserved ".
907 � “RobustSpot without WARM”: As aforementioned,
908 creating the weighted database Dp according to AD
909 and CA as well as calculating the balanced support
910 Supportb are the two core ideas of WARM. Therefore,
911 we evaluate RobustSpot’s accuracy when the above
912 two ideas are removed from it.More specifically, after
913 calculating AD and CA, we can obtain the set of pre-
914 served leaf combinations (i.e., P). Then we create a
915 database constituted by these combinations, instead
916 of weighting " 2 P based on their AD and CA. After
917 that, we calculate the Supportp of every combination
918 in the database, and deduce the clue combinations
919 based on their Supportp instead of Supportb.
920 Fig. 7 shows the accuracy of the above three versions of
921 RobustSpot as well as that of the whole RobustSpot. As
922 aforementioned, if we ignore how prominently " becomes
923 anomalous, we maymistakenly retain normal "s (see Table 5
924 for more details). Therefore, RobustSpot without AD suffers
925 from low accuracy. Similarly, the "s contributing little to the
926 anomalous total SR may be preserved when we ignore CA
927 (see Table 4 for more details), and thus RobustSpot without
928 CA performs not well compared to the whole RobustSpot.
929 In our scenario, for most cases, many leaf combinations suf-
930 fer from anomalies when the total SR becomes anomalous.
931 However, only a small number of these anomalous leaf
932 combinations significantly contribute to the total anomalous
933 SR (more details can be seen in Challenge 1 of Section 2.2).
934 Therefore, when we remove CA from RobustSpot, a large

935number of false alarms will be generated, and thus the accu-
936racy is prominently degraded.
937Additionally, when we remove WARM from Robust-
938Spot, its accuracy degrades dramatically. That is because
939WARM can not only capture the hidden relationship across
940different attributes (dimensions), but also take the distribu-
941tion of different attribute values of each attribute into
942account. Without WARM, RobustSpot can mistakenly con-
943sider too fine-grained combinations as clues.

9445.4 Computational Efficiency (RQ3)

945Fig. 8 shows the CDF of RobustSpot’s running time on the
946135 anomalous total SR cases.We can see that more than 75%
947of these cases are localized within 2s. The maximum anom-
948aly localization time is less than 12s. Specifically, the average
949anomaly localization time of RobustSpot is 1.83s. It is much
950faster than the manual way, which usually costs operators
9511hþ to localize the clue of an anomalous total SR case. More-
952over, since these measurement records are collected every
953minute (i.e., the shortest time interval between two anoma-
954lies is one minute), the average localization time of 1.83s is
955quite satisfying in our scenario. Additionally, clue localiza-
956tion is triggered only when the total SR becomes anomalous,
957which occurs not often (less than ten times per day). There-
958fore, a server is enough, with RobustSpot, to localize the
959clues of anomalous total SR. Additionally, as listed in
960Table 10, the average anomaly localization time of Hot-
961Spot [5] and Squeeze [4] is slightly higher than that of
962RobustSpot. Although ImpAPTr [7], iDice [6], and Adtribu-
963tor [3] achieve higher efficiency, they are not effective in our
964scenario as shown in Fig. 6.

9656 CASE SUTDY

966RobustSpot has been implemented and deployed in a top-
967tier global online video service provider H, which provides
968services for 170+ million monthly active viewers, for more

Fig. 6. The accuracy of RobustSpot and baseline methods on different types of datasets.

Fig. 7. The accuracy (measured by ACC@K of different versions of
RobustSpot). Fig. 8. The CDF of the running time of all 135 cases.
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969 than ten months. When the anomaly detection system
970 reports an anomaly, RobustSpot will be triggered. The time-
971 stamp of the anomaly and the monitoring data near before
972 the anomaly will be input into RobustSpot. The data has five
973 dimensions: CDN(C), Bitrate (B), Device Type (D), P2P (P),
974 ISP (I). For each anomaly case, RobustSpot reports the Top 5
975 candidate clues to operators. For the present, it has been
976 used to handle more than 2700 anomalous total SR cases.
977 Before the application of RobustSpot, operators have to use
978 the graph visualization tools to manually identify possible
979 clues. For each case, the typical time used for manual clue
980 localization and confirmation is over 1 hour. RobustSpot, on
981 average, generates clue recommendations in 1.83 seconds.
982 According to the randomly selected 135 of the above 2700+
983 cases, we demonstrate that RobustSpot achieves 65%þ
984 ACC@Top 1 and 90%þ ACC@Top 5 (see Section 5 for more
985 details). Specifically, we present two successful and repre-
986 sentative stories as follows.
987 One Combination of Two Non-Wildcard Attribute Values is
988 the Clue. As shown in Fig. 9a, the total SR suffered from a
989 level shift (i.e., a sudden change in the monitored time series
990 data) and the anomaly detection system reported an alarm
991 at 16:52, 21 January, 2021, and this anomaly lasted 30+
992 minutes. This anomaly was then input into RobustSpot,
993 which reported that the combination of ðC ¼ 5; P ¼ 0Þ was
994 the clue in less than 1 s, i.e., the service quality of viewers
995 with CDN=5 and P2P=0 was severely degraded, which led
996 to the anomalous total SR. The result was confirmed by
997 operators. This incident was induced by a misconfiguration
998 of the P2P traffic, which was triggered by the service pro-
999 vider of CDN5. The service provider mitigated these mis-

1000 configurations half an hour later. Fig. 9b shows the total SR,
1001 the SR with (C ¼ 5; P ¼ 0), and the SR with (C 6¼ 5; P 6¼ 0),
1002 respectively. We can see that the fluctuation of the total SR
1003 is highly consistent with that of the SR with (C ¼ 5; P ¼ 0),
1004 and the latter one is much more significant than the former
1005 one. In addition, in order to verify the effectiveness of CA
1006 and AD, we analyzed their values during the localization
1007 process of this case. Since it is impossible to display the
1008 intermediate experimental results of all "s, we calculated

1009and displayed the average AD and CA values of the clue "s
1010and the non-clue "s. The result shows that the average AD
1011and CA of "s with (C ¼ 5; P ¼ 0) are 0.86, 0.33, respectively.
1012However, the average AD and CA of "s without
1013(C ¼ 5; P ¼ 0) are 0.13 and -0.005, significantly smaller than
1014those of "s containing (C ¼ 5; P ¼ 0), respectively. It can be
1015seen that AD and CA well capture the anomalous "s and "s
1016that contribute the most to the total anomaly.
1017Two Attribute Combinations are the Clue. Fig. 10a shows the
1018second case. The total SR suffered from an abnormal spike at
10193:34, 5 February, 2021, and returned to normal status 1 min
1020later. Immediately after this anomaly was detected, Robust-
1021Spot reported that the clue was two combinations, i.e., ðB ¼
1022500Þ and ðB ¼ 2000Þ, respectively. This means the service
1023quality of viewers with Bitrate=500 and those with
1024Bitrate=2000 was severely degraded, which leads to the
1025anomalous total SR. That is, as shown in Figs. 10c and 10d,
1026both of the two combinations became prominently anoma-
1027lous and contributed significantly to the anomaly of the total
1028SR. The anomaly localization result was validated by opera-
1029tors, because the SRwithB 6¼ 500 andB 6¼ 2000 did not expe-
1030rience any anomaly as shown in Fig. 10b. More specifically, a
1031software update was deployed at 3:33, which triggered the
1032reboot of a collection of servers providing services for the
1033online videos with Bitrate=500 and those with Bitrate=2000.
1034After these servers were rebooted and the software update
1035was successfully deployed, the above online video services
1036returned to normal. Because this software update was rolled

TABLE 10
The Average Anomaly Clue Localization Time Per Case for RobustSpot and Baseline Methods

Method RobustSpot Adtributor iDice HotSpot Squeeze ImpAPTr

Time (s) 1.83 0.09 0.08 2.30 2.11 0.07

Fig. 9. An anomalous total SR case where a combination of two non-
wildcard attribute values was the clue.

Fig. 10. An anomalous total SR case where two attribute combinations
were the clue.
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1038 viewers was affected. The average AD and CA of "s with
1039 (B ¼ 500) or (B ¼ 2000) were 0.61, 1.75, respectively. More-
1040 over, the average AD and CA of "s with (B 6¼ 500&B 6¼ 2000)
1041 were 0.14 and -0.003, respectively, significantly smaller than
1042 those of "s with (B ¼ 500) or (B ¼ 2000).

1043 7 RELATED WORK

1044 Recently, a large number of failure diagnosis works have
1045 been conducted by studying how anomalies propagate
1046 among different metrics, traces, or logs [18], [19], [20], [21],
1047 [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. In this work, however, we
1048 study how anomalies propagate among different attributes
1049 (dimensions) of the same multi-dimensional derived metric.
1050 Several similar works have been proposed in recent years,
1051 including Adtributor [3], iDice [6], HotSpot [5], Squeeze [4]
1052 and ImpAPTr [7]. Table 11 summarizes the characteristics
1053 of these works, including whether they can be applied for
1054 multi-dimensional measures, fundamental measures, and
1055 derived measures, and their requirement of data distribu-
1056 tion. We then describe these works as follows.
1057 Adtributor [3] assumed that all clues were one-dimen-
1058 sional, and used “Surprise” and “Explanatory power” to
1059 identify clues. However, the clues of many anomalous
1060 derived or fundamental measures were multi-dimensional,
1061 and thus Adtributor could not be applied in these scenarios.
1062 iDice [6] proposed “Isolation Power” to capture the pattern of
1063 clues based on information entropy. It applied a variety of
1064 pruning strategies to reduce complexity, which caused it to
1065 mistakenly consider too coarse-grained combinations as
1066 clues.
1067 HotSpot [5] applied a reinforcement leaning method to
1068 infer the clues of anomalous additive fundamental measures.
1069 After that, Squeeze [4] was proposed to improve HotSpot to
1070 be fit for derived measures. Both HotSpot and Squeeze
1071 believed that all the combinations complied with the Ripple
1072 Effect. However, as aforementioned, some scenarios, includ-
1073 ing ours, do not satisfy the Ripple Effect. Therefore, they
1074 could not be applied to address the anomaly localization
1075 problem for online video services.
1076 ImpAPTr [7] was another anomaly localization method
1077 for multi-dimensional derived measures. It was designed
1078 for the cases where there was only one combination in the
1079 clue, and could not be applied for those cases where two or
1080 more combinations simultaneously contribute to the anom-
1081 alous total derived measures. Additionally, the pruning
1082 strategies used in ImpAPTr made it likely to generate too
1083 coarse-grained combinations as clues.

10848 CONCLUSION

1085Anomaly localization of multi-dimensional derived mea-
1086sure is of vital importance for online video services. In this
1087work, we propose RobustSpot, a robust anomaly localiza-
1088tion framework for multi-dimensional derived measure. It
1089integrates two new indicators, AD and CA, to accurately
1090capture the complex patterns of derived measures, with a
1091simple yet effective method, WARM, which robustly cap-
1092tures the hidden relationship and learns the propagation
1093patterns across different dimensions, and balances the
1094biased distribution of fundamental measures. Extensive
1095experiments using 135 real-world cases demonstrate that
1096RobustSpot achieves 98% accuracy (in terms of ACC@Top5),
1097significantly outperforming baseline methods. RobustSpot
1098has deployed in a top-tier global online video service pro-
1099vider, which provides services for 170+ million monthly
1100active users.
1101Theoretically, RobustSpot can be applied to any derived
1102measure with multi-dimensional attributes. Therefore, as
1103long as a Web service pays attention to derived measures
1104with multi-dimensional attributes, RobustSpot can be
1105applied for its anomaly clue localization. Additionally, the
1106baseline methods, e.g., iDice, HotSpot, Squeeze, ImpAPTr,
1107and Adtributor, have demonstrated the importance and fea-
1108sibility of robust anomaly clue localization for other Web
1109services, including online office, advertising, search engine,
1110online shopping, online banking, etc. We believe that Robust-
1111Spot can also be applied to theseWeb services.
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